Introducing our Vertex™
Decorative Hardware range

Classical
pole rings

Elegant
sash lifts

Travel
restrictor

Heritage
tilt knobs

Contemporary
tilt knobs

Keeping the
past present.

Latch knob
non-decorative

Pressed keep

Keep cover

(Short and long)

Window Furniture.

Maintenance

Packaging

Yale recommends that the Yale Vertex™
range is surface cleaned with a damp
cloth only and kept free of dirt.

Pole rings:
Sash lifts:
Tilt knobs:
Travel restrictor:

BS EN 1670: Grade 4
British Standards Institute
accredited in anti-corrosion
performance.

Cycle Tested to BS 6375
Part 2
Classification EN 12400
Class - 20,000 cycles

PAS
24

PAS 24: 2016 Compliant*
British Standards Institute accredited
in security.

100
100
100
100

Lifetime Security Guarantee**
All products in our Vertex™ range are
included within our Lifetime Security
Guarantee scheme, providing your
customers with numerous benefits and
peace of mind.

10 Year Surface Finish
Guarantee
All of our products are designed to
withstand all types of weather
conditions with anti-corrosion
coatings; ensuring high
performance all year round.

Yale DWS
School Street, Willenhall, West Midlands WV13 3PW, UK
T: 01902 366800 F: 01902 369041
www.yaledws.co.uk

Pressed keep: 		
Keep cover: 		
High security sash lock:
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Yale Vertex™.
Period Sash
Window Furniture.
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50
50

Cross Hatch Adhesion Tested
A standard test method for measuring
adhesion by tape test. This test assesses
the adhesion of film coatings to metallic
substrates by applying and removing
pressure-sensitive tape over cuts made
in the film.

10 Year Mechanical Guarantee
Delivering peace of mind from the world’s
favourite lock company.

*Sash lock only
** When used with other Yale Security hardware

THE YALE BRAND, with its unparalleled global reach and range of products, reassures
more people in more countries than any other consumer locking solution.
THE ASSA ABLOY GROUP is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locking
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.

*Terms and conditions apply. Please see yaledws.co.uk for further details. Due to a continuous programme of development the company reserves the right to make
alterations without notice. (Products which are not a stocked item will be subject to a longer lead time which needs to be agreed with your Yale representative).

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

Yale Vertex™. the
Keeping
Period Sash
past
present.

High security
sash lock

•

Range of elegant, decorative hardware for vertical sliding windows

•

Available in a variety of traditional colour options

•

Suitable for both timber and PVCu applications
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Yale are proud to offer a range
of elegant, decorative hardware
for vertical sliding windows.
The Yale Vertex™ range has been notably designed to
complement and preserve the traditional aesthetics seen
on sash windows, a structure that is most commonly found
in British period style homes.
Specifically designed to create products as classical as the
windows themselves, the range includes pole rings, sash lifts,
latch knobs, travel restrictors, sash locks, and keeps
- suitable for both timber and PVCu applications.
Vertex™ hardware is designed, developed and tested in the
UK and is covered under the well-established Yale Lifetime
Security Guarantee for added peace of mind.

Tilt knobs

Sash lifts & pole rings

The range includes a heritage tilt knob designed to suit traditional style windows, providing an
unparalleled glimpse into past traditions. A contemporary tilt knob has also been designed with
the modern home in mind.

Developed to Yale’s exacting standards of quality in both build and finish, the sash lifts and
pole rings are aesthetically designed for PVCu and timber vertical sliding sash windows.
These integral products are used to lift and pull the sashes up and down in the window.

The Sash tilt knob has been aesthetically and ergonomically designed to operate and tilt sash
windows, providing a robust yet stylish solution for PVCu and timber vertical sliding windows.

High security sash lock & keep
The sash lock and stainless-steel keep is secured by a combination of 7 fixing points and a Yale
branded key locking mechanism; reinforcing its robust design for security and resilience against
physical attack methods. The range includes short and long aluminium keep options to suit
your application.
A stylish design, with unparalleled security features, the high-security sash lock is PAS24: 2016
compliant and is included within the well-established Lifetime Security Guarantee providing
added peace of mind to fabricators, installers and homeowners alike.

Side fix travel restrictor
The travel restrictor has been functionally designed to limit the distance in which the lower sliding
sash can move. With security and safety at the forefront of the travel restrictor, it can be released
into position using a release pin giving added peace of mind. The non-handed designed sits
discretely within the sash without comprising the style and aesthetics of the window.

Colour options
Available in a variety of traditional colour options, as well as contemporary variations:
White, Satin Black, Chrome, Champaign Gold, Silver.
All colours can be mixed and matched with other Yale decorative door and window products
to seamlessly bring together modern hardware with classical property features.

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand
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